HOW TO ORGANIZE A SUCCESSFUL STOP 5G PROTEST

There is so much happening right now, so many environmental and social justice rights are being brought to the world’s attention and at such a rapid pace that it’s hard to keep up! It’s also difficult to conceive that one’s own government would allow children to be exposed to a genotoxic, carcinogenic neurotoxin every day in the classroom. Or that the very systems we use to download movies superfast and talk to our friends could also be used to track and surveil us 24/7. Yet this is what’s happening.

It’s hard to imagine that the great beyond of outer space could soon contain the most dangerous surveillance and military system ever created via tens of thousands of satellites beaming radiation from outer space onto every inch of our planet. Yet the facts remain. 5G is completely and totally dependent upon the public’s lack of knowledge about the harms that can come from our wireless devices and accompanying infrastructure.

The government/industry/mainstream news media will eventually let the public know but not until lawsuits are won, injuries and deaths from wireless radiation mount, and these institutions find their backs up against a wall.

WE NEED TO ACT NOW. You can work with your friends, neighbors and any like-minded individuals to organize as large and effective a protest as possible.

HERE IS ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW FOR A SUCCESSFUL PROTEST!

START A BLOG OR WEBSITE: Even if it is just a local effort, blogs/websites are vital to your organizing efforts. These provide a platform where you can post relevant articles or videos to inform your community about 5G while simultaneously building your numbers. FB, Instagram, Twitter, etc. are also great but, as we all know, there is rampant suppression and censoring amongst most, if not all, of the major social media platforms - so a website/blog is your best bet to keep your info intact. And be sure to back up your website in case it becomes a target for censorship.

Reach out to friends, neighbors, like-minded people and build your email/phone # list and social media platform. Include a contact phone and an email address on your website for those who wish to join your efforts.

1) PERSONALIZE THE PROTEST DAY PROGRAM:
Have a general idea for a Protest Day Program lined up ahead of time but always be flexible and go with the energy and flow of the group that shows up. Such a program will likely include a few dynamic and passionate speakers as well as counter-5g/pro safe tech chants and slogans. Making your event unique may draw more interest from the media. Segovia donned paper bags painted to look like cell towers and held a parade (of sorts) through the streets of Segovia. Another idea they had was a Human Chain Across Segovia.
2) **MAKE SIGNS!!**

“A picture says a thousand words” is so, so true!! Make giant signs that can be easily seen from a distance, and that have just a few words if to be read by people in moving vehicles. The more concise and hard hitting the better! Get right to the point with the text, or merely use a phenomenal image to get your point across. Ask everyone attending to please bring at least one sign but have a few extras on hand for others just in case.

3) **CARRY AND DISTRIBUTE LEAFLETS!!**

Like your sign, your leaflet should be clear and concise (“a lot of white space” on the page) so someone new to 5G doesn’t get overwhelmed and give up. Be sure to include your new website or social media page/group along with other websites you feel present the issues well. Most importantly, include a contact phone # and email address so people can get in touch with you, and so you can build your group!!

4) **CARRY CLIPBOARDS WITH A PETITION MESSAGE:**

Petitions are a great way to “free two birds with one gesture.” (NB the non-violent version of the proverbial “...bird with one stone” idiom.) It would be a good idea to carry clipboards -- minimum two, so people aren’t waiting around to sign. This will allow you to get contact info for people interested in learning more, while simultaneously creating a legal document (the petition) that you can present to your representatives!

Make sure a good working pen is attached by string to the clipboard and have a few extra pens on hand. Ask people to print neatly (perhaps in all caps), so their contact info is legible, and check you CAN read it before they walk away. The info you get should include first and last name, email address, phone # and zip code. If you are carrying both flyers and the petition you can place the flyers beneath the clipboard so you don’t have too much to carry. Consider wearing a knapsack to hold an extra supply of flyers in case you run out.

5) **MEDIA:**

Have you ever heard the phrase “it never happened if the media didn’t cover it”? Well there is a lot of truth to this. Media is such a powerful tool for getting the message out, both for those pushing the 5G agenda and for the rest of us trying to get the facts out and have our rights restored. If you are going to hold a protest, it is CRUCIAL that you contact ALL LOCAL MEDIA, whether they be bloggers, radio, TV, newspapers, it doesn’t matter.

*Let each and every media outlet know about your upcoming protest. Give them a few days advance notice and call/email them the day of the protest as a reminder!*

If no media comes to cover your event, BECOME THE MEDIA YOURSELF! Here’s how. Bring a camera to shoot footage of the protest! Then post it on your blog or website the following day and send it out to the new email list!

Success! You now have a new group, a successful protest, a blog or website, and hopefully, an informed and determined platoon to spread the word about 5G. Don’t forget to include a donate link on the website to help fund future activities. (If you live in the US and can get someone with a 501c3 non-profit to sponsor your group, even better as donors will receive a tax deduction when making donations.)